
The perfect place 
to celebrate your event

W E D D I N G







Tenuta San Lorenzo is a prestigious historic residence immersed in the green countryside of Etna, nestled between the slopes of Etna and the Alcantara Valley, the 
ideal location to make your special day a truly unforgettable occasion.





Live a unique experience. Reach the company aboard the historic “littorina” of the FCE, The recent restoration of the small station located in the San Lorenzo district, 
located between the rows of the Estate, allows you to stop directly at the company crossing the changing Etna landscapes that follow one another between villages 
rural areas, old vineyards, olive groves and lava flows. 







The historic complex will be available exclusively for the whole day so as to have the tranquility of an impeccable organization and spaces dedicated only to 
your guests without time limits. The environments are a short distance from each other, where you can breathe the magic and the unique charm of the volcano, 
surrounded by vineyards and woods.





The “turrette” as the locals call them are artifacts made up of piles of lava stone, stacked dry during the plowing and arrangement of the land for cultivation dating 
back to about 200 years ago. Today, in full recall of the company philosophy, it is used to host exclusive events during which you can admire the beauty of the 
imposing “Muntagna” from above in the setting of the rows of the estate, while sipping a glass of our precious Etna.





Inside the estate there is the noble church consecrated to San Lorenzo and San Maurizio (dating back to the 18th century) full of charm and surrounded by greenery, 
with a great atmosphere for your most important day.







The company houses an ancient millstone, recently renovated, which retains its original appearance and contains a collection of tools used in the past for agricultural 
activity. Typical structure used for the crushing, maceration and pressing of the grapes according to schemes strongly connected to the Etnean tradition.





The estate has four elegant and comfortable rooms, welcoming and well-kept environments, furnishings and fabrics in soft colors, each with a different concept and 
colors that will make you live a real wine experience and will infuse you with calm and tranquility. All have a magnificent view, two of the Alcantara Valley and two 
have a private terrace, an intimate area overlooking the woods and Mount Etna. The silence combined with the panorama will give you maximum comfort. Inside 
the estate there is a special room, a small annex entirely surrounded by vineyards, in harmony with the rhythm of nature and the seasons, where you can enjoy a 
stay in total privacy.





From the first visit to the location, until the end of the celebrations, we will help you make your reception more special than ever. We can take care of every detail 
according to your wishes, from the table centerpieces to the scenographic lighting system to the catering service managed by Chef Valentina Rasà and her staff of 
Cucina Manipura, who will create dedicated menus for you and your guests that will be presented in combination. to the wines from the cellar.

“Tiptoe into the vineyard, enhance its beauty, experience it, enjoy its fruits and savor its essence: 
the idea of   Wedding in the Vineyard was born from this desire” 

                           Chef Valentina Rasà









Capacity and Spaces

Outdoor spaces:
The park: 200 seats - 350 standing
The court: 60 seats - 120 standing
The wood behind the house: 120 seats - 180 standing

Interior spaces:
The restaurant: 45 seats - 80 standing 
Il palmento: 30 seats - 60 standing 
La bottaia: 100 seats - 150 standing

Internal Services

Internal Catering / External Catering 
Floor plans available
Fireworks allowed - authorization to be requested
Equipment rental available
Car rental available
Basic set-up included
Audio system rental available. Parking available
Vendor details expected
Wedding / Event Planner available on site Heliport available
Littorina Storica rental available



Tel. 095 7184971
info@camporewine.it
Contrada San Lorenzo

95036 Randazzo – Catania


